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Welcome to the May 2021 issue of the Bedford Group of the
RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Newsletter.

Main topics:
Committee Meeting - Tuesday May 25th via Skype
AGM ( re scheduled to Tuesday the 8th June 8pm)
RoSPA update
A double bill from Simon Burgin Regional coordinator
“View from the East” March & April 2021
Snippets
Quiz

Val Jones

May 2021
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Committee meeting was held 25.05.21 via Skype
Allocation of tutors was discussed as was the vacancy for
chairman’s role. The possibility of a social gathering for
associates at an outside venue was muted. Further
investigations to be explored.
th

The next committee meeting is scheduled on 20 July
2021
AGM Meeting
Our AGM was rescheduled due to technical difficulties. The
committee would like to convey our apologies.
A link has been provided and an invitation extended to you
for Tuesday 8th June 2021 at 8pm via Skype.
We would like to thank those members of the committee
who agreed to stand for a further year. Sadly as you know
we lost our Chairman recently who passed away peacefully
at home. Hence the Chairman’s post is vacant at present
List of roles
Officers
Chairman: TBC

Advice on group ride outs
In England, while people will be allowed to meet outside
within the “rule of six” from March 29, the advice at that
point will still be to stay local as much as possible, and we
would therefore advise against group ride-outs at present.
Committee are advised to continue with virtual meetings.
Val Jones Newsletter Editor
______________________________________________

Snippet
The Independent April 28th 2021
(TECHNOLOGY)
Driverless cars on roads by the “end of the
year.”
Self - driving cars could make their way on to
UK roads by the end of the year, the
government has pledged, four years after it first
made the promise.

Secretary: Martin Kidds & Tutor
Treasurer: David Worgan & Tutor
Training officer: A vacancy remains
Committee Members
Training Co ordinator : David Chamberlain
Web Master: Alan Freeman
Other Committee members: Tony Glasson, Rosemary
Whittington & Jenny Holliday (Tutor)
Newsletter Editor : Val Jones
Notes from RoSPA
Tutoring and Testing (Cars)
Following recent Government and DVSA advice we are
delighted to be restarting tutoring and testing in England
and Wales from April 12.

Vehicles equipped with Automated Lane
keeping system (ALKS) technology could be
legally defined as self-driving, provided there is
no evidence challenging its ability to drive
without a human, the Department of transport
(DFT) has announced. ALKS is designed to
allow a vehicle to drive free of human
intervention in a single lane in speeds up to
37mph.
The human driver can easily intervene to
resume control from the system when required.
ALKS can monitor its own speed and distance
from the traffic and other potential obstacles.
In a speech in November 2017, the then
transport Chris Grayling, said he expected
autonomous cars to reach the market and be
used on UK roads by 2021, calling the potential
benefits for human mobility and wider society
”tremendously exciting.”
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While self-driving software could help to make
cars, buses, trucks and lorries safer and more
environmentally friendly by reducing emissions
and improving air quality, concerns have been
raised over the potential threats autonomous
systems could pose to human passengers and
pedestrians.
Confidence in global driverless car projects was
dented following the death of Elaine Herzberg in
March 2018, when she was hit whilst crossing
the road by an Uber which was in self driving
mode but had a human safety driver at the
wheel.
While the Tech company was not charged over
Ms Herzberg’s death, the safety driver, Rafaela
Vasquez, was charged with negligent homicide
by Arizona prosecutors in September last year.
The Highway Code is launching a month- long
consultation on ALKS technology to ensure the
first instances of the systems are deployed
safely and responsibly, the DfT said.
______________________________________________

Advice snippet from Roadcraft. ( p151)
Do you think you tend to give courtesy signals
more or less often than other drivers?
On your next few journeys, make a conscious
effort to give and acknowledge courtesy signals



How does this affect your state of mind?
How does it influence the actions of other
drivers

A double bill from Simon Burgin with
March and April’s edition of “View from
the East”
Firstly, as promised in the last issue of the
newsletter Simon’s March edition of View
from the East
Eastern Region Groups’ Newsletter
March 2021
Simon Burgin

Hello and welcome.
In the news:
We continue to see lower Fatal and Serious
Injury collisions on the roads of Cambridgeshire.
I have been the only one from the team to
attend fatal RTC this month, which occurred on
the A1 near Stamford in the early hours of
Sunday 14th March. So compared to the same
month last year we are going in the right
direction.
Motorcycling is featuring in our work streams
now, focusing on encouraging riders to take up
further training and think about the degradation
in skills if they have not ridden for a while. I will
be discussing this and other topics on local
radio
(WWW.FENLANDYOUTHRADIO.COM)
on Friday 26th March at about 9am.
For many of us ‘Lock Down’ will have seen
fewer miles driven or ridden and as we emerge
we need to be on our guard more than ever.

______________________________________________

Motorcycle deployment part II – The sea is
still there….
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Having not seen the sea for such a very long
time I was delighted to be sent off to Kent to
assist Highways England and the DVSA with
enforcing the HGV (Heavy Goods Vehicle)
movements in and out of the Channel Tunnel
and the Port of Dover.

below was taken at Samphire Hoe, at the base
of the White Cliff’s.

With over 7500 HGV movements every 24 hours
at the two locations, managing the new trading
and cargo restrictions has needed some very
careful management.
In essence the County of Kent was surrounded
by a ring of ANPR cameras (Automatic Number
Plate Recognition) and any HGV entering Kent
must have a KAP (Kent Access Pass). No pass
and you should not be entering the County. The
pass is free to all HGV’s both foreign and
domestic and you simply apply online with the
DVSA and they issue the KAP with 1 hour
access either side of your ferry or train
departure time.
If an HGV entered Kent without the KAP it was
my and 3 other police motorcyclist job to
intercept them and bring them to a holding area.
They were issued with an on the spot fine of
£300, and if not paid on the spot the HGV was
parked up and the drive axle chained and
locked until the payment made.
Having said that the KAP is free and easy to
obtain, I was amazed at the number of HGV’s
trying to get around the restrictions and we were
busy every single shift. I was early shift for my
week, with a late and night shift also operating,
that were also just as busy.

New toys part II
Having been drafted to Kent for a week it was
an ideal time to get acquainted with the new
bike (and run it in). The BMW RT1250 P (Shift
Cam) is a real step forward. It is smoother, free
revving and the torque is incredible. The picture

What’s Next?
Nerves a plenty.
Whenever I meet new test candidates for the
first time they often state how nervous they are,
and I always do my best to put them at ease. On
the 15th and 16th April I will be taking my biannual Advanced Police Motorcycle refresher
course. It’s probably the one and only time I can
honestly say I know how some of you feel when
it comes to your test or re-test. This will be my
last one before I hang up my handcuffs, so I am
looking forward to it, sort of…
Driver and Rider Training/Testing
I am hopeful we can get going again in April, I
believe the DVSA will be starting testing again,
so fingers crossed.
Please keep in touch with your groups and
likewise keep your websites up to date with any
offerings of online meetings and learning
opportunities.
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Take care and stay safe
Simon
______________________________________

View from the East

It was a great two days, and we were spot on
with our planning and delivery which is a good
job as we are being deployed to St Ives in
Cornwall in June.
In the last week of April, it was time for the
annual Advanced Police Motorcycle Refreshers

April 2021
Hello and welcome.
In the news:
Fatal and Serious Injury collisions on the roads
of Cambridgeshire are still down when
compared to the ‘norm’ for this time of year,
which is great news. As traffic volumes grow
with restrictions easing, we hope this remains
the case.
Motorcycle VIP and Advance Refreshers
In early April myself and 3 other officers
underwent our mandatory VIP rider
assessments and training. The assessments are
split over two days.
Day one is a series of timed runs to local
venues in and around Cambridgeshire. Then
later in day 1 we are given our routes to plan for
the following days exercises. They were
Bedfordshire Police HQ, Luton Airport (VIP
lounge), Hanbury Manor and Pembroke College
(Cambridge University).
Day 2 consists of each of us taking a turn at
piloting the convoy to the venues above with
target arrival times and reception teams. In a
real scenario we are expected to arrive within a
1 minute time frame so the reception party is
ready and the day runs smoothly and above all
safely for the Principle we may be escorting.

A colleague and I spent two days in the
company of one our most experienced
instructors for observed rides to Posh Pigs Café
in Suffolk on day 1.
On day 2 we travelled to Café Vontoux (great
Panini’s) in Rutland via a convoluted route from
Huntingdon to Sleaford in Lincs then cross
country to Leicestershire before turning home
and back to Police HQ.
It was a great two days on the bikes and my
colleague, and I demonstrated all that we had
been taught over the many years we have been
police riders. This was sadly my last motorcycle
assessment, as my ticket is valid for 2 years
now, and by the time my renewal is due I would
have retired from the Police Service.

Fame at last
I’m featuring in the training section of the next
edition of Ride Magazine in my role as Bikesafe
ambassador for the Eastern Region. The section
of the magazine looks at all forms of Motorcycle
Training available to UK Motorcyclists. As you
will know from my work with the RoSPA Driving
and Riding community I am in no doubt that
further training and continued assessment
makes you safer on the roads. New tyres or
smart leather jeans might save your skin, but
further training will save your life!
What’s Next?
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Driver and Rider Training/Testing
I am looking at my diary and beginning to book
tests in. So, for those of you that are waiting for
me to call, that call will be coming in the next
week. Again, if you feel uncomfortable about
being tested due to the Covid situation, I fully
understand, and it is very much a personal
decision.
Please keep in touch with your groups and
likewise keep your websites up to date with any
offerings of online meetings and learning
opportunities.

2020 edition) or pages 80 – 81 in the 2013
version of Roadcraft)

Making the best possible use of road signs
What does OUR stand for?
Observe
Understand
React

Take care and stay safe
Simon.

Resources
Please remember the free RoSPA e-newsletter
covering all safety matters including road-safety
for all RoADAR members.
RoSPA's premier health & safety newsletter
brings you the very latest safety news, expert
views and advice.
Every issue includes news on road safety,

What do these road signs mean?


Red triangular signs denote warning
signs



Most regulatory signs are circular



Rectangles inform

workplace, home and public safety, also details
of events you will find interesting! When you sign

Top line

up you'll receive access to an exclusive

1 Warning of trams crossing the road ahead

collection of e- books covering a wide range of

2 information sign: priority over oncoming
vehicles

health and safety topics.

3 Warning side: winds
Simon Burgin

4 Operational hours of bus/ bicycle /taxi lane

Eastern Region Co-Ordinator

5 Keep right arrows to marshal traffic to stay in
chosen lane

ANSWERS to short quiz from March’s
newsletter (See page 84 in the new Roadcraft
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Middle
1 Warning two way traffic on route crossing
ahead
2 Level crossing without gate or barrier

In what conditions would you dip your
headlights?
1_____________________________________
______________________________________

3 Warning bicycles
4 Steep hill upwards

2_____________________________________
______________________________________

5 Give way to oncoming vehicles
Bottom line

3_____________________________________
______________________________________

1 T junction with priority over vehicles from right
2 Risk of grounding

When do you use fog lights?

3 Soft verges

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

4 Warning: Queuing traffic

How well did you do?
This issues quiz
Weather Conditions
See Roadcraft (p 72 – 73 2013 edition)
(p74-75 - 2020 edition)
Bad weather is often blamed for causing
collisions when the real cause is inappropriate
driving. Careful observation, good anticipation,
correct speed and adequate braking distances
are crucial for safe driving in difficult road
conditions.

When using fog lights why do you need to allow
more distance between you and the car in front?
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
I hope autonomous driving doesn’t go this
far!

It is advised that in extreme weather conditions
you ask yourself “Is my journey really
necessary?”
List examples of weather conditions that reduce
visibility
1. _________________________________
2. _________________________________
3. _________________________________

Val Jones - News Editor

4. _________________________________
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